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of the community meriting a reward, and I am sure it will be
duly rewarded, for such has been my experience.
We are very dirty and some of us behave so abjectly, be-
cause of greed, that the whites feel disgusted, as they well might.
If the leaders exert themselves, they can end all the filthiness that
we notice around us. That there should be too many people
sleeping in small rooms, that these should hold stores of foodgrains,
fruit, etc., and never be washed, that lavatories should be kept
unclean, that bedsteads should never be aired in the sun, that
the windows should never be opened, that the place should never
be dusted, that sleeping, cooking, bathing, relaxing, should ail be
done in one and the same room—this is pathetic indeed, This way
we turn ourselves into denizens of hell in this very world. This
state of affairs must change.
Gold-smuggling by members of the community is on the
increase. Some Indians want to get rich quick. They will get
into trouble and disgrace the name of the community as a whole*
I wish they would rein themselves in.
As some Tamils and Galcuttamen have become slaves to the
wicked habit of drink, so have some Gujaratis too. The Indian
who weans them from this will be a man of noble soul indeed,
Indian businessmen can exercise a good influence, if they mean
to, over these helpless brethren whose state is so pitiable.
As I understand it, the Settlement which has taken place is a
charter of our freedom. We could not have accepted less than what
it gives. More it is not possible to secure at present* It is tny
emphatic advice, therefore, that every effort should be made to
preserve what has been obtained and to resist the Government if
it seeks to take away anything from it. If it places upon the terms
of the Settlement a construction different from ours, or mine,
or if a court does so and the Government then refuses to make
any modifications, there will be cause for friction and the Gov-
ernment will again invite the charge of breach of promise,
The main difficulty cot the present will be regarding the Deal-
ers5 Licenses Act. Even in this matter, however, redress will be
easier wherever things are under the jurisdiction of the Union Gov-
ernment, Where, on the other hand, licences are granted by the
municipalities, things will be very difficult The remedy for this
is to put up a fight whenever licences are taken away, apply to
courts and petition the Government, hold meetings and pass
resolutions. If, at the end of all this, there should be no redress,
there will be nothing for it but to resort to satyagraha. This is easy
to offer in the matter of licences* If only the hawkers show courage,

